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Optimal Scheduling of Multicluster Tools
With Constant Robot Moving Times,

Part I: Two-Cluster Analysis
Wai Kin Victor Chan, Member, IEEE, Jingang Yi, Senior Member, IEEE, and Shengwei Ding

Abstract—In semiconductor manufacturing, finding an efficient
way for scheduling a multicluster tool is critical for productivity
improvement and cost reduction. This two-part paper analyzes op-
timal scheduling of multicluster tools equipped with single-blade
robots and constant robot moving times. In this first part of the
paper, a resource-based method is proposed to analytically derive
closed-form expressions for the minimal cycle time of two-cluster
tools. We prove that the optimal robot scheduling of two-cluster
tools can be solved in polynomial time. We also provide an algo-
rithm to find the optimal schedule. Examples are presented to il-
lustrate the proposed approaches and formulations.

Note to Practitioners—The main challenge in scheduling mul-
ticluster tools in semiconductor manufacturing is to handle the
cluster interactions. These interactions create phenomena that do
not exist in single-cluster tools. This paper presents an analytical
and algorithmic solution for scheduling two-cluster tools with con-
stant robot moving times. The analysis and results presented in
this paper provide foundations to solve optimal scheduling of mul-
ticluster tools that will be discussed in the companion paper. We
propose a resource-based method to analyze the cycle time and
robot schedule of multicluster tools. The advantage of such an ap-
proach is its effective and efficient treatment to capture the com-
plex schedules among various modules and wafers. The interac-
tion dependencies among two clusters are revealed by the resource-
based analysis and scheduling algorithms are also presented. We
illustrate the proposed analysis and algorithms through several
examples.

Index Terms—Cluster tools, multiple machines, perfor-
mance/productivity, scheduling, semiconductor manufacturing.

I. INTRODUCTION

C LUSTER tools are widely used manufacturing equipment
in semiconductor industry. A typical cluster tool consists

of process modules (PMs), transport modules (robots), and load-
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Fig. 1. A schematic of a two-cluster tool [1].

locks (cassette modules). Each wafer is transported from the
load-locks to PMs according to predefined routing sequences
(recipes). The robot in a cluster tool can be single-blade or
double-blade. A single-blade robot usually can hold only one
wafer at a time. A double-blade robot has two independent arms
and therefore can hold two wafers at the same time with one on
each arm. A multicluster tool is composed of multiple single
cluster tools in a noncyclic fashion. Fig. 1 shows the schematic
view of a two-cluster tool. In this example, there are two robots
that transfer wafers among the PMs and between the two single
clusters. Between the two adjacent single clusters, there is a
buffer with finite wafer capacity for holding incoming and out-
going wafers.

The robot scheduling and throughput analysis of a multi-
cluster tool are more complicated than that of a single cluster
tool for several reasons. First, the interconnected clusters create
coupling and dependence effects that complicate the scheduling
analysis. Second, congestion could propagate from cluster to
cluster, making it difficult to compute the overall cycle time.
Third, the number of wafers allowed in each single cluster can
vary. Allowing too many wafers in the tool could create dead-
lock, while having too few wafers will probably starve some
PMs, thus reducing the throughput.

1545-5955/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE
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Perkinson et al. [2] and Venkatesh et al. [3] discuss an-
alytical models for calculating the steady-state throughput
of single-cluster tools equipped with single-blade and
double-blade robots under the assumption of zero robot
moving time, respectively. Only the “pull” (reverse) schedule
(for single-blade robots) and the “push” (swap) schedule (for
double-blade robots) are discussed. By the pull schedule, the
single-blade robot is sequentially moving wafers from one PM
to the next PM in the wafer flow, while by a swap schedule,
the double-blade robot swaps wafers by using its two blades
at a PM. Cluster tools are a special type of robotic cells. The
optimal scheduling problem of robotic cells has been studied
extensively in the past decade, see [4]–[6] and the references
therein. Dawande et al. [7] consider the optimal scheduling
of single robotic cells under constant robot moving time and
provide a polynomial time algorithm for finding the optimal
one-unit cycle schedule. Drobouchevitch et al. [8] study
double-grip robotic cells and prove the optimality of the swap
schedule. The work in [5], [9]–[11] analyze single robotic flow
shop with single- and double-gripper robots without buffers
between stations. Recently, Dawande et al. [12] summarize
the work on sequencing and scheduling of single robotic cells.
Heuristics and approximation algorithms dealing with -unit
cycles in robotic cells are also studied in [13] and [14].

For multicluster tools or multirobot cells, only few results
have been reported. The work in [1], [15] discuss several rule-
or priority-based heuristic methods for scheduling multicluster
tools. Geismar et al. [16] discuss a robotic cell with three single-
gripper robots for semiconductor manufacturing with simula-
tion study. Ding et al. [17] present an integrated event graph
and network model to find all optimal schedules of a multi-
cluster tool. The approaches in [17] are based on simulation
models rather than analytical examination. Recently, Yi et al.
[18] discuss an analytical scheduling scheme for multicluster
tools using a decomposition approach. Zero robot moving time
is assumed in the analysis and only pull and push schedules are
considered. Chan et al. [19] extend the results in Yi et al. [18]
with a consideration of constant robot moving time. However,
neither Chan et al. [19] nor Yi et al. [18] considers the issue of
multiple-wafer cycles that exists in multicluster tools.

The main objective of this two-part paper is to introduce a
methodology to analyze the cycle time and optimal robot-move-
ment sequences in a multicluster tool with a tree-like topology.
We extend the results in [19], [20] to analyze multicluster tools
with single-blade robots and constant robot moving times. The
first part of the paper focuses on two-cluster tools. The results
developed in this paper will be extended in the companion paper
[21] to tackle the scheduling of multicluster tools. The contribu-
tions of this first-part paper are three-folds. First, due to constant
robot moving time among PMs, the results discussed in [18] are
no longer valid. We propose a concept of resource cycles that
allows us to analytically quantify the dependence among con-
nected clusters. Instead of computing the robot waiting times
at the modules as in [7] and [18], the resource-based analysis
examines the cycle times of PMs, transport robots, and buffer-
process modules. Such a unified treatment of all resources sim-
plifies the analysis of the interactions among clusters. Second,
we present an analytical solution to capture multiple-wafer cycle

Fig. 2. A schematic of a two-cluster tool with buffer modules.

scheduling, which can dominate the cycle time of the cluster
tools and is unique for multicluster tools. Finally, we propose
an optimal schedule for two-cluster tools and prove that finding
the optimal schedule of a two-cluster tool is polynomial.

The proposed resource-based approach complements
other existing modeling methods for cluster tools, such as
graph-based Petri net methods [22]–[24], mathematical pro-
grams [25], [26], or simulation [17], in several aspects. First,
we obtain the closed-form cycle-time formulations that uncover
the structural properties of the cycle time, thereby allowing
us to evaluate the optimal scheduling problem and to develop
efficient algorithms to find the optimal schedule. Second, the
resource-based method can be easily generalized and directly
applied to a class of multicluster tools with various configu-
rations. In the companion paper [21], we will show one such
extension to tree-like cluster topology tools. This property
is attractive to enable the automation of scheduling process
of multicluster tools and therefore improves the scheduling
efficacy and effectiveness for a variety of cluster tools.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
present preliminary concepts and results in Section II. In
Section III, we introduce the resource-based approach. We il-
lustrate the cycle-time calculation and scheduling of two-cluster
tools in Section IV before concluding this paper in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A two-cluster tool is shown in Fig. 2. Each single-cluster
, consists of number of PMs, denoted by
, and a single-blade robot, denoted by . We assume

that buffer modules have either one- or two-wafer capacity. A
single-space buffer is denoted by and both inlet and outlet
wafers share the same space. For a double-space buffer module,
let and denote, respectively, the outlet buffer (trans-
ferring wafers from to ) and the inlet buffer (transferring
wafers from back to ).

For , the buffer module is considered as a vir-
tual process module, while for it is viewed as a virtual
load-locks module. Let and denote the processing time for

and , respectively. We assume no real wafer processing
at all buffer modules. Associated with , there is a vector
of deterministic activity times, ,
where is the time to load/unload a wafer to/from a PM,
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and is the robot moving time between any pair of mod-
ules/buffers/load-locks within . To facilitate presentation, we
define

(1)

Note that is the time needed for transferring and loading/
unloading a wafer from one PM to another PM, while is the
time needed for transferring to , waiting for the process at

to finish, and unloading the processed wafer from . Such
observations will be used later for cycle time calculation.

The inlet and outlet spaces of a load-locks module are two
distinct objects and a robot needs to travel between the two
spaces (e.g., [7]). Since we consider buffer module as a
virtual load-locks module of , it is natural to assume
a robot moving time from the outlet space to the inlet space
of . In the case of a single-space buffer, this delay time
can be viewed as the robot alignment time before picking up a
new wafer after unloading one to the load-locks module.

We define basic activity associated with in as four
consecutive movements by robot : 1) moving to ; 2) un-
loading a wafer from ; 3) moving from to ; and
4) loading the wafer into . Similarly, activities and

deal with buffers and . A robot schedule can be
decomposed into a combination of several such basic activities.
The time duration to perform depends on its previous action.
If the sequence is , it takes to perform

, including: 1) move to ; 2) unload a wafer from
; 3) move the wafer to ; and 4) load the wafer

into . Similarly, if the sequence is , then at the
end of activity is already at and must wait for

’s completion. Therefore, it takes to perform in this
case. For the case , at the end of , although is
already at , we assume there is a robot moving time from the
outlet space to the inlet space of load-locks (or alignment time
in the single-space case). To simplify notation, we assume that
this time delay is . Therefore, the time to complete in this
case is also .

Definition 1 ([7]): A one-unit cycle is a sequence of feasible
activities consisting of every activity exactly once and during
which, exactly one wafer is imported from and exported to the
outside of the cluster tool. The one-unit cycle time (or simply
cycle time) is the minimum time required to complete the one-
unit cycle.

In a single-cluster tool, a one-unit cycle can return the tool
to the same state as the beginning of the cycle. However, this
is not always true for multicluster tools. We will show later (in
Section IV-B) that there may exist the cases of repeating the
same one-unit schedule for times in order to return the whole
multicluster tool to the beginning state, where depends on
the number of wafers inside the tool. The time to execute each
of these one-unit schedule could also be different. We borrow
the concept of -concatenated robot-move-sequences ( -CRM)
in [11] to denote such multicycle schedules. The existence of

-CRM is unique in multicluster tools and further complicates
scheduling of multicluster tools.

Remark 1: As we will show later in Section IV-B, we cannot
handle these -CRM cycles directly by using results developed

for single-cluster tools [13]. In this paper, we do not try to mini-
mize the -CRM cycles and instead, we focus on understanding
these repeating -CRM cycles by calculating and comparing the
(average) one-unit cycle time of multicluster tools. Also, the ex-
tension of -unit cycle schedules of cluster tools [13] to multi-
cluster tools is out of scope of this paper and we leave this sub-
ject as future work.

The throughput of a single-cluster tool is the number of
wafers processed per unit time, which is equal to the reciprocal
of the cycle time. For a tighter schedule in steady state, it is ap-
propriate to assume that: 1) the processing of wafers at each PM
starts right after the robot places an unprocessed wafer inside
that PM and 2) the robots take actions as early as possible for a
given moving sequence. Under these assumptions, we consider
only the sequencing of robot movement activities and therefore
the cluster tool’s schedule and cycle time are determined by
the robot moving sequence and the wafer distribution among
cluster tools (we will show this in Section IV-A). For cluster

, we denote one-unit cycle schedule as that is captured
by a series of activities, , where the
indexing set is a permutation of .
For a two-cluster tool and , an optimal one-unit schedule
is the one-unit cycle schedule and the wafer
distribution that minimize the cycle time of the
two-cluster tool. After we identify the best wafer distribution

, we shall always assume this distribution and drop its de-
pendency from the cycle time expression. Therefore, we simply
use to represent ’s schedule.

Similar to [18], we define the decoupled single-cluster as
the th single cluster detached from a multicluster tool by re-
placing the buffer modules with virtual PMs and infinite number
of wafers and spaces at the load-locks. When without confusion,
we will use to indicate both the th cluster of a multicluster
tool and the decoupled th cluster.

III. RESOURCE-BASED CYCLE TIME ANALYSIS

A. Resources and Activity Chains

We consider a PM or a robot as a “resource” because they are
physical entities to provide services to wafers, that is, processing
and transporting wafers. During a one-unit cycle at steady state,
every resource will go through a cycle. For instance, the cycle
of a PM can be counted from starting processing of a wafer
until the time of starting processing of the next wafer. There-
fore, we name such a PM cycle or robot cycle as a “resource
cycle” and its duration as the “resource cycle time.” Since there
are PMs and a robot in , there are exactly resource
cycle times. Before presenting the calculation procedure of re-
source cycle times, we formally introduce push and pull robot
schedules.

Definition 2: A push schedule of with PMs is a se-
quence of activities with indexes in an increasing order, namely,

, and a pull schedule is a sequence of activities
with indexes in a decreasing order, namely, .

We denote the time for a wafer to go through all processes in
as . It is straightforward to obtain

(2)
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Note that the cycle time of a pull schedule is equal to the above
time plus the movement time from the outlet space to the inlet
space of the buffer module, that is .

To determine the number of wafers allowed in under a
given , we note that is the only activity that brings new
wafers into the tool, while is the only activity that removes
wafers from the tool. Therefore, the number of wafers will de-
crease by one after and increase by one when begins.
Other than the time when and occur, the number of
wafers inside the tool remains constant, and is determined by
the schedule . Let denote the number of wafers that appear
inside excluding the duration between and . The fol-
lowing concept is useful in determining .

Definition 3: An activity chain in a single cluster is a se-
quence of activities with consecutively increasing order indexes
appeared, not necessary adjacently, in a schedule.

As an example, consider a single-cluster tool with three PMs
under schedule . Activities and

have their indexes in a consecutively increasing order al-
though they do not completely adjacent to each other (i.e., sep-
arated by ). Therefore, these two activities constitute an ac-
tivity chain. Activity is also an activity chain. Therefore, for

, there are two activity chains. In each activity chain, only one
wafer is allowed during the whole cycle. Therefore, the number
of wafers that could appear in the tool during a cycle is equal to
the number of activity chains.

Lemma 1: Given a schedule for , the number of activity
chains is equal to the number of wafers in .

B. Resource Cycle Time

The resource cycle for is considered as the sequence of
activities during which goes through a cycle, that is, starting
from the processing of a wafer at (i.e., activity ) until the
next wafer enters (i.e., activity ). Therefore, given a
schedule , the resource cycle for
is the sequence of activities from to inclusively, i.e.,

, where are the in-
dexes of activities between and under schedule . The
resource cycle for is also defined as the sequence of activ-
ities during which goes through a cycle. Because must
go through all PMs, its cycle starts from loading a wafer from
the cassette module (i.e., activity ) and ends at the finish of
unloading a wafer to the cassette module (i.e., activity ).
Therefore, the resource cycle of include all activities in .
Let and denote respectively the index sets of ac-
tivities in the resource cycles of and , namely,

and .
Definition 4: The one-unit resource cycle time (or simply re-

source cycle time) of resource is the minimum cycle
time duration for to perform all the activities in its own re-
source cycle without extra waiting for other resource cycles.

Note that the recourse cycle time is calculated assuming
no extra waiting time for other resource cycles. For ex-
ample, for is the time to perform activities

assuming all wafers ready for
pickup when the robot arrives except those activities with
indexes in consecutive order, such as . For buffer
module , let and denote resource

cycle time of assuming its processing time as and zero,
respectively. Similarly, is the time to perform all
activities in assuming all wafers ready for pickup when the
robot arrives except those activities with indexes in consecutive
order. Here, consecutive order indexes mean that when the
robot finishes moving a wafer from to , it has to wait
for the entire processing at . This type of waiting time is
not extra, but required according to the schedule. In this case,
the resource cycle for coincides with that of the robot,
namely, . In general, for all
such that coincides with .
Therefore, all PMs and the robot can be categorized into
two types of resources: and

. Thus, is the index set of
resources whose resource cycle is different from the robot
cycle, while is the index set of resources whose resource
cycle times coincide with that of . Note that in [7], is
defined as the index set of machines with partial waiting and

the index set of machines with full waiting.
For each , we define the unavoidable activity set

of , denoted as , as the index set containing
and the activities contained in both and , namely,

. We can compute
by setting the processing times of all activities in

equal to (due to no extra waiting in these activi-
ties) and adding the activity times for all unavoidable activ-
ities, namely,

(3)

where represents the cardinality of a set. The unavoidable
activity set of is because the robot has to wait for all the
PMs in to finish. Since each activity other than those in
can be accomplished in , the robot resource cycle time is thus
computed as

(4)

Given a schedule , it is straightforward to determine the re-
source cycle times of all process modules and the robot. First,

and are determined by scanning each activity in : if
, then ; otherwise, . The com-

putational complexity is . The determination of
is to include all activity indexes between and in . This
is only required for those s in . The two extreme schedules
are the pull and push schedules, and both have computational
complexity . The calculation of is then to take
the union of s in and the intersection of and .
The computational complexity is . Having these sets are
determined, the calculation of the resource cycle times can be
carried out easily by using (3) and (4).

Example 1: In a single-cluster tool shown in Fig. 3 with
and schedule , the four resources

are , and . For and
. The resource cycle of includes activities .

Therefore, and . Con-
sider the beginning state of as the time epoch at which a
wafer just starts being processed at . The resource cycle for
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Fig. 3. A single-cluster tool under schedule � � �� � � � �.

is the minimum time for to return to this state by as-
suming no extra waiting in the cycle. Using (3),

since it includes the following action times: 1)
process the job at ; 2) unload it from and move
to ; 3) load into and move to ;
4) unload a wafer from (assuming wafer ready because
is not in ’s resource cycle); 5) move it to and load it
into ; 6) wait for the process at (non-extra
waiting because is in ’s resource cycle) and unload from

; and 7) move to and load into ,
yielding a total time of

.
Similarly, the resource cycle for includes activities

, thus, ,
and by (3), . Using (4),

. Note that since appears
in , the resource cycle for coincides with .

C. Single-Cluster Tool Cycle Time

Because the tool cycle time cannot be smaller than any one
of the resource cycle times, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2: For a single-cluster tool, the one-unit cycle time
under schedule satisfies

Dawande et al. [7] discuss a concept of basic cycles that dom-
inate all other schedules in terms of having smaller cycle times.
A basic cycle is a schedule with activity indexes in a decreasing
order except those in . The next result has been shown in [7]
and we here provide an alternative proof to illustrate the use of
the resource-based method.

Lemma 3: For a single-cluster tool, robot schedules with ac-
tivity indexes in a decreasing order except those in dominate
all other schedules, that is, having smaller cycle times.

Proof: Suppose
includes activities not in a decreasing order, that is, it contains
some pair of activities and and a subsequence
of activities of length such that

, where
, and

. Then, we can move the activity

sequence to the immediate left of ,
resulting in a new shorter resource cycle time for with an
activity index set . Repeating this
procedure for all will give a schedule with all activities
in in a decreasing order. This procedure does not change

and but it does shorten all resource cycle times. This
completes the proof.

Because of the smaller cycle time of the basic cycles, we shall
focus on the basic cycles, that is, only basic cycles are consid-
ered in scheduling all individual single clusters of a multicluster
tool. When computing the resource cycle time, we assume no
extra waiting. Therefore, if we ensure that there is at least one
resource that can obtain its resource cycle time (without extra
waiting), then the resource cycle time of this resource will de-
termine the cycle time of the cluster tool. This observation is
stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: For a single-cluster tool under a basic cycle :
a) for all ;
b) the one-unit cycle time is

(5)

Proof: Part (a): Suppose the basic cycle schedule has
the following form:

with ; otherwise it is not
a basic cycle. This schedule has

and . We focus
on the resource . The proofs for other resources in

are similar. The resource cycle of includes activities
.

First, we need to consider the case where there is no ac-
tivity between and . In this case, both and
do not belong to . We have and

, thus
. Suppose now that there are some activities be-

tween and in . We have ;
otherwise, it is not a basic cycle. Moreover, it can be assumed
that the index set includes
consecutive integers in an increasing order; otherwise, this set
includes at least two index sets and we can move the set with
the largest index next to to obtain a basic cycle. In this case,

.
Therefore, .

To prove Part (b), from above proof, we know for some
. includes

all processing times of s, . If there
is no waiting when the robot arrives at , then
is equal to the time duration for to return its original state in
real operation. However, if waiting is needed when the robot
arrives at , then the time duration for to return its
original state in real operation is determined by ,
which can in turn be determined by , depending
on which one is larger. Applying this argument to all
gives the first term in the right side of (5). The second term in
the right side of (5) comes from the fact that from Lemma 2,
the cycle time cannot be greater than . Moreover, the
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cycle time cannot be smaller than (5); otherwise, some resources
cannot return to the original state. As a result, the cycle time
must be equal to what is specified in (5).

Remark 2: The calculations of resource cycle time
in (3) and the cluster tool cycle time in (5) do not explic-
itly consider the cases of multiple PMs that conduct exactly the
same processes, namely, parallel PMs. We can take the formu-
lation given in [18] to extend the cycle time calculations in this
section to include the cases of existence of the parallel PMs in

. We omit the formulation here for brevity and assume no par-
allel PMs in each cluster in this paper.

IV. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING AND MINIMAL CYCLE TIME OF

TWO-CLUSTER TOOLS

A. Wafer Distribution in a Multicluster Tool

We consider the number of wafers inside during the
steady-state operation after and before . The wafers (if
any) inside the buffer are considered as those of instead
of . Obviously, the number of wafers in varies because
of the buffer sizes. A single-space buffer must hold no wafer
during the steady state for otherwise deadlock will happen. A
double-space buffer can hold zero, one, or two wafers without
causing a deadlock.1 We consider a two-cluster under
schedule . Let denote the total number of wafers in
the tool. Suppose we decouple this two-cluster tool into two
single-cluster tools and , by treating the buffer module

as a virtual PM of . Let denote the number of wafers
in (when it is decoupled from the other one) under schedule

, respectively. Note that is equal to the number
of activity chains and is obtained by Lemma 1.

Lemma 4: If is single space, then the total number of
wafers in the two-cluster tool and is
and is distributed within and as ; if is
double space, then wafer distribution can be the following three
cases:

a) and distributed as ;
b) and distributed as ;
c) and distributed as .

Proof: If is single space, cannot be less than or
greater than ; otherwise, deadlock will occur. When

, after loads a wafer into , it cannot load
another one until returns one to ; otherwise, deadlock
will also occur. In this case, the whole process in becomes a
part of the activity chain that includes in . The number of
wafers in decreases to after unloads a wafer from

, yielding distribution , and increases back to
after returns a wafer to . Hence, the wafer distribution
is . Since the wafer distribution is defined during
the time period after and before , we shall only use

.
If is double space, can be , which is

the same as in the single-space case because only one of two
spaces is used at any time. When cannot
unload a wafer from until it returns one wafer. Since we
do not consider the time during and , the numbers of
wafers in and are, respectively, and . The case

1These facts will be shown in Lemma 4 and illustrated in Example 2.

Fig. 4. An example showing two possible cycle times for a given schedule.

is also possible because one of the two buffer spaces
can always contain a wafer. Any other value of will cause
deadlock. This completes the proof.

The following example shows that the wafer distribution is
one factor that captures the interactions among clusters.

Example 2: Consider a two-cluster tool with a double-space
buffer as shown in Fig. 4. Suppose that and follow
schedules and , respec-
tively. Fig. 4(a) and (b) show two possible cycle times under the
same schedule . In Fig. 4(a), there is only one wafer (the
highlighted circular disk) in the tool, and whenever loads a
wafer into , it has to wait until finishes processing the
wafer. However, in Fig. 4(b), because there are two wafers in
the tool, when loads a job into , it is possible to unload
the other wafer from the other space of if the processing
time at is fast enough. Therefore, the cycle times of the two
situations are different under . It seems intuitively that
the cycle time of the cluster tool shown in Fig. 4(b) is shorter
because of the extra wafer inside . We will formally prove
such a intuition in Theorem 3.

B. Minimal Cycle-Time Calculation

In this section, we derive a formulation for computing the
cycle time for a given schedule under different wafer distribu-
tions. We define the minimal cycle time as the smallest cycle
time over all possible wafer distributions under the same given
schedule in a multicluster tool.

Let , denote the cycle times of the decoupled
single-cluster tools with zero time delay at . has the
following properties. If the wafer distribution is ,
the wafer upon entering becomes immediately ready for
pickup and therefore the number of wafers in can be viewed
as . Using the same argument, if the wafer distribution is

, the two wafers residing in the two-space buffer
can be considered as one wafer when computing the cycle time,
and thus the number of wafers in can again be viewed as .
Therefore, regardless of the wafer distributions, remains
unchanged.

It is straightforward to observe that in a multicluster tool, the
collaborative robot movement cannot further reduce any single-
cluster’s cycle time more than what the decoupled cluster
with can reach for a given , namely,

, where denotes the minimal cycle time of as-
suming has processing time . Moreover, if we attempt
to schedule the multicluster tool based on the two decoupled
single clusters, it is unlikely to obtain a cycle time equal to the
lower-bound due to the cluster interactions.
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Before formally presenting the cycle-time calculations, we
shall give an intuitive explanation of how to obtain these results.
Basically, there are three parts that we need to consider in the
cycle-time calculation:

Part 1. The cycle time of with the buffer module
treated as a virtual PM,
Part 2. The cycle time of when decoupled from , and
Part 3. The delay in the cycle time due to the interaction be-
tween and . This time delay is unique in multicluster
tool and will be described next.

Part 2 can be computed by using Theorem 1. Part 1 can be
determined by using Theorem 1 and the virtual processing time

of , which is equal to the time duration for to return a
wafer to after unloading one from it (see the proof of The-
orem 2 for the calculation). The time delay in Part 3 can happen
when long processing times in propagate to . In particular,
when the sum of all processing times in is large enough,
the entire two-cluster tool cannot return to its original state in
one-unit cycle no matter how to collaborate scheduling of two
robots. Multiple identical cycles are needed to return the tool to
its original state. This is the unique phenomenon in scheduling
multicluster tool. As we mentioned before, we have adopted the
terminology -CRM to denote concatenation of the one-unit
robot-move sequences. In the end of an -CRM cycle, exactly

wafers are produced. Therefore, to compare an -CRM with
a one-unit cycle, we divide the -CRM period by . We must
take into account the -CRM cycles when we calculate the cycle
time of cluster tools.

Theorem 2: For a two-cluster tool connected by a
single-space buffer and under schedule and
wafer distribution , the minimal cycle time is

(6)

where is shown in the equation at the bottom of the
page, , and is the
largest (smallest) PM indexes (if exist) in smaller
(greater) than in . In (6), the processing time of
is , where

If , then the first (second) summation in is
zero.

Proof: The proof is by a resource-based argument. The first
term in the expression is the cycle time of , in which
is treated as a virtual PM with processing time . This cycle
time is , in
which any resource cycle that includes should use as
its process time. We now calculate . It includes the time for

Fig. 5. An example of a two-cluster tool with wafer distribution.

to perform the following three sets of actions: 1) unload a
wafer from , move and load the wafer to (a total
time of ); 2) complete the activities (if any) (a
total time of ); 3) move to , unload a wafer from
it, and move and load the wafer to (a total time of );
and 4) complete the activities (if any), and

, which returns a wafer to (a total time of ).
Hence, . The second
term in the expression is the cycle time of when decoupled
from .

When the overall processing time in is long enough com-
pared with the cycle time of and the decoupled cycle time
of , congestion will occur in and propagate to , cre-
ating a critical path that spans multiple one-unit cycles, namely,

-CRM exists. Specifically, the time for a wafer to go through
(denoted by ) is equal to the time to finish the following

activities: 1) unloaded from , moved, loaded, and processed
at (a total time of ); 2) repeat the same set of actions
from to (a total time of ); and 3) unloaded
from , moved and loaded to (a total time of ). Hence,

. This time delay propagates to by
adding to the resource cycle time of . That is, if the overall
processing time in is long, it will take (if

) for the two-cluster tool to return to its original state,
in particular, the state of relative to the states of other PMs.
If , then will be added to the robot resource cycle as
well as the resource cycles of the two neighboring PMs (
and ). Moreover, after this time delay, all the wafers
(by Lemma 1) originally appeared in at the beginning of
have left . As a result, this time delay has to be divided by
to be compared with the one-unit cycles. All together, we obtain
the expression for . This completes the proof.

The following example illustrates a 4-CRM and its cycle time
calculation.

Example 3: Consider the two-cluster tool shown in Fig. 5
under schedule
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Fig. 6. Gantt chart that shows a 4-CRM cycle (highlighted in red line). The 4-CRM is also the critical path.

and wafer distribution . The pro-
cessing times (in s) for each cluster are given as

In this example, has an overall long processing time in each
PM. In the Gantt chart shown in Fig. 6, the highlighted path is
the 4-CRM that must be fully executed before the tool can re-
turn to its original state. Since all the activity times on this path
are long, they add up and propagate to to create a cycle that
cannot be fitted equally into several one-unit cycles. Therefore,
the two-cluster tool cannot repeat its state in a one-unit cycle.
Thereby, the 4-CRM cycle repeats the state of the two-cluster
tool every four one-unit cycles and is the critical path. This crit-
ical path is also illustrated by the solid flow line in Fig. 5. Fol-
lowing Theorem 2, we have:

We note that because ,
. Also, the virtual processing time

.
If buffer is double space, there could be three pos-

sible cycle times according to the wafer distribution given in
Lemma 4.

Theorem 3: For a two-cluster tool connected by a
double-space buffer and under schedule , the
cycle time has three possibilities.

a) For wafer distribution is given
in Theorem 2;

b) For wafer distribution
; and

c) For wafer distribution
, where

.
Proof: See Appendix A.

Theorems 2 and 3 imply that given a schedule ,
the best wafer distribution is if the buffer is double
space and if the buffer is single space, where

and are determined by Lemma 1. Note that such an obser-
vation is also obtained for the simulation and graph model-based
approach for scheduling multicluster tools in [17].

C. Optimal Robot Scheduling

The following theorem states that the optimal schedules for
a two-cluster tool can be found in polynomial time. The proof
and the scheduling algorithm are given in Appendix B.

Theorem 4: An optimal schedule for a two-cluster tool can
be found in polynomial time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented optimal scheduling of two-cluster
tools with single-blade robots and constant robot moving times.
Scheduling multicluster tools is much more difficult than just
simply combining the optimal schedules of individual single
clusters by aligning these schedules. It has been shown that the
cycle time of the two-cluster tools is determined by not only
the robot moving sequences within single clusters but also the
wafer distributions and the interactions between two clusters.
These interactions introduce dependencies that create the phe-
nomenon of -CRM cycles. As a result, both single clusters
must repeat their one-unit schedules multiple times to obtain
a shorter full cycle. We proposed a resource-based approach to
analytically capture the dependencies between two single clus-
ters. A closed-form cycle time expression was obtained and a
polynomial-time algorithm to find the optimal schedule was also
provided. We illustrated the analysis and methodologies through
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several examples. The analyses and results in this paper will be
served as a foundation that will be further extended to schedule
tree-like topological multicluster tools in the companion paper
[21].

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Part (a): It suffices to show that the two-space buffer func-
tions similar to a single-space buffer. It has been shown that
scheduling of cluster tools can be formulated as linear programs
whose constraints represent the precedence relationships among
the activities [25]. Let and denote the start times of
the th executions of the unload and load actions of

, respectively. For any and , there
are four constraints governing the activities performed in the
double-space buffer

The four constraints that enforce the single-space buffer are
identical to the above four constraints. All the rest of the con-
straints enforcing the actions of other activities are also equiv-
alent for both cases under the same schedule. As a result, the
cycle time of the double-space buffer under is the
same as that of the single-space buffer case.

Part (b): In the case of wafers in , an important fact is
that when loads a wafer into cannot unload this
wafer unless it loads another finished wafer into . There-
fore, the cycle time can be computed based on the following
possible bottlenecks: (i) (but not or ); (ii) ;
(iii) or ; and (iv) the -CRM cycle. For (i),
never waits at . Therefore, the processing time at in
all resource cycles can be replaced by zero, that is, . In
(ii), dominates all resource cycle times of , including
those that contain . To analyze (iii), first note again that
since cannot unload a wafer from until it loads
another finished wafer into . If needs to wait to unload
a wafer from , then this is the same case in (ii). Therefore,
under (iii), after loads a wafer to , there is already a
wafer in ready for pick up. Similarly, after unloads
a wafer from , there is already a space in ready
for holding a wafer. As a result . Finally, we show that
the -CRM cycle never dominates. As discussed in the proof of
Theorem 2, the -CRM cycle time is the total time for a wafer to
go through in addition to the time it takes for to return a
wafer to after it unloads one from . However, after

loads a wafer to , there is already a wafer in
ready for pick up [otherwise, it becomes either Cases (i) or (iii)].
Therefore, unlike Theorem 2, the time it takes for to have a
wafer back after a wafer departs is zero. Therefore, the -CRM
cycle time cannot dominates.

Part (c): The wafers in also results in by the
similar proofs for Cases (iii) and (iv) in Part (b). Therefore, all
the resource cycle times are equal to those of the -distri-
bution case, except one additional possible bottleneck resource
cycle created by the congestion at the buffer. This bottleneck can

Fig. 7. Congestion under the wafer distribution �� � �� � �.

also be identified using the Gantt chart. Since there are
wafers in , there is at least one wafer, say wafer , in .
Without loss of generality, we assume wafer is in ; see
Fig. 7. The wafer flow congestion starts when loads a wafer,
say wafer , to and at the same time is waiting to load
a finished wafer, say wafer , into . The time for to
be cleared (wafer ) starting from the time at which begins
to load wafer into is equal to the time for to perform
the following activities: 1) load wafer to ; 2) all ac-
tivities between to (excluding and );
and 3) unload wafer from . Suppose the schedule is

(the case
where precedes is the same since the schedule re-
peats itself), then the time for the second part above is equal
to the time for to perform all activities (from to )
minus the time to perform the activities in the resource cycle
of (from to , with since wafer is
already finished at when the cycle starts; otherwise the
cycle cannot repeat), that is, ; see the
solid flow line in Fig. 7.

This congested resource cycle continues when starts
loading wafer to and ends when it unloads wafer

from (so that the cycle can repeat). The time for
to be cleared (wafer ) starting at the time at which

begins to load wafer to is equal to the time for to
perform the following activities: load the wafer to

all activities between to (excluding
and ), and unload the wafer from . Suppose
the schedule is , then
the time for the second part is equal to the time for
to perform all activities (from to ) minus the time
to perform the activities in the resource cycle of (from

to , excluding the moving time to since is
already there when the cycle starts; otherwise, the cycle cannot
repeat), that is, ; see the dash flow line
in Fig. 7. In summary, the total time of this resource cycle is

.
This completes the proof.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

The proof is by constructing a polynomial-time algorithm,
called OptTwoCluster. The algorithm finds an optimal
schedule for a two-cluster tool by iteratively searching op-
timal schedules for the two single clusters individually until a
best combined schedule is found. During the search process,
OptTwoCluster uses the optimal algorithm developed in [7]
to find the optimal schedule for each of the two single clusters.
For convenience, we call this optimal one-unit cycle algorithm
in [7] as OptSingleCluster. Moreover, same as in [7], we
assume that all timing data are integers.

According to Theorem 3, the double-space buffer case can
be easily solved by finding the optimal schedule for each single
cluster independently using OptSingleCluster and setting
the wafer distribution as . Therefore, we focus on the
single-space buffer case in the following.

As in Theorem 2, we define two sets of consec-
utive activity indexes, and

. If , the .
We also define two decision questions.

Decision Question 1 (DQ1): Given , and , does
there exist a one-unit cycle with :

a) if , or,
b) if

?
Decision Question 2 (DQ2): Given , and

, does there exist a one-unit cycle such that
and ?

These two decision questions are modifications of the decision
question (DQ) in [7]: Given , does there exist a one-unit
cycle with ? In [7], DQ is addressed by solving a
sequence of shortest path problems on some directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs). The DAGs are constructed based on the timing
data of cluster tools. DQ1 and DQ2 can be addressed by mod-
ifying the construction process of those DAGs and solving the
shortest path problems in the modified DAGs. Here, we only
provide the modifications of those DAGs.

For DQ1, the data used to construct the DAGs is
. Similar to [7], let

denote the set of
PMs with a processing time greater than the robot moving time.
If , then and the construction follows Case
1 in the following. If , then and could
be selected in or (both Cases 1 and 2 are needed). We
construct a DAG for each of these two cases. We use and refer
to Construction Steps 1–4 in [7] in the following.

Case 1: is selected in . Add condition
when adding edges in Construc-

tion Steps 2–4.
Case 2: is selected in . Add condition

when adding edges in Construction Steps 2–4.
These modified conditions ensure that not only the selected

schedule has a cycle time less or equal to , but also the -CRM
cycle term is less than or equal to . To find such a schedule,

we solve a shortest path problem on each of the DAGs. It is
straightforward (and omitted here) to extend the proof in [7]
to verify Procedure AddressingDQ1 given here for finding
a schedule satisfying the condition in DQ1.

Procedure AddressingDQ1.

1. Construct the DAGs as in DQ under Case 1. Answer the
DQ by solving the shortest path problem on each of the
DAGs. If yes, exit and return “yes”;

2. If , construct DAGs as in DQ under Case 2.
Answer the DQ by solving the shortest path problem on
each of the DAGs. If yes, exit and return “yes”; otherwise,
return “no.”

For DQ2, only one DAG, called Full DAG, is needed and
the data used to create it is . The
construction of the DAGs is the same as in [7] except that we
change the length of all edges (except the edges to the sink node)
corresponding to the nodes in and to .
This modification ensures that OptSingleCluster will not
select the nodes in and to be in . Since
there is only one DAG, the initial set of and is set to
and , respectively.

The following Procedure AddressingDQ2 for answering
DQ2 is to find a schedule that satisfies and

by solving a constrained ( -stop) shortest path
problem on Full DAG. The -stop shortest path problem is to
find the shortest path containing exactly intermediate nodes
between a source and a destination nodes.

Procedure AddressingDQ2.

1. If , exit and return “yes” if and “no”
otherwise;

2. Construct Full DAG as described above. Let .
Solve the -stop shortest path problem for Full_DAG. If
the length of the -stop shortest path is less than or equal
to , where is computed using

and , then exit and
return “yes”; otherwise, return “no.”

As shown in [7], selecting a node in the shortest path means
changing the corresponding PM from to . Since initially

and there are one source node and one destination
nodes, is the number of additional
nodes we need to have wafers in . If there is an -stop
shortest path of length less than or equal to ,
then DQ2 has a positive answer and the schedule includes

and , where is the set
of nodes (PMs) contained in the -stop shortest path. The proof
of this argument is similar to that in [7] and omitted here. The
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algorithm for finding the optimal one-unit schedule for
the two-cluster tool is given in the following procedure.

Procedure OptTwoCluster.

1. Use OptSingleCluster to find the optimal schedules
for decoupled and with , yielding and

with cycle times and , respectively. Set
;

2. Use OptSingleCluster to find the optimal schedule
for decoupled with , yielding
and . Set and

;
3. Set and . Answer DQ1 for and

. If yes, set to the schedule
found in AddressingDQ1; otherwise goto 5;

4. Answer DQ2 for ( is not needed
for ). If yes, set to the schedule found in
AddressingDQ2 (and ) and goto 11;

5. Set , and . If ,
goto 12;

6. Answer DQ1 for , with
. If yes, set

to the schedule found in AddressingDQ1 and goto
9;

7. Set . If , goto 6.;
8. Set and . If , goto 6;

otherwise, goto 5;
9. Answer DQ2 for . If yes, set

to the schedule found in AddressingDQ2 (and
), goto 11;

10. Set . If , goto 9; otherwise, goto 8;
11. Set and

. If , terminate;
otherwise, goto 3;

12. Set and . If ,
terminate; otherwise, goto 3.

The validity of OptTwoCluster is illustrated as follows.
We first find the optimal schedules and for and ,
respectively, with and ignoring . Since

is the maximum virtual processing time, the maximum of
the three terms in Step 1 gives an upper bound on the whole
cycle time. Similarly, Step 2 finds the lower bound by using
the minimum virtual processing time. If there exists an optimal
cycle time less than the upper bound, it must be greater than

because and are the min-
imum of and , respectively. Next, a binary search
is performed over the interval . The interaction be-
tween and is realized in three factors: , and . There-
fore, Steps 5–8 find a triplet that gives a schedule
that satisfies and . When a is
found, it must be checked (Steps 9 and 10) to give a such that

and . If this is not satisfied, search
again on the remaining values of the triplet . Observe
that incrementing reduces ; therefore, keeping .

Finally, since all data is integer, the minimum difference be-
tween two cycle times is bounded by , the smallest dif-
ference between two -CRM cycle times. Therefore, the bi-
nary search will terminate if the search interval is less than this
bound.

The complexity ofOptSingleCluster is polynomial [7].
DQ1 involves at most two executions of DQ, each can be solved
using a shortest path algorithm, for example, the Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm in . DQ2 can be solved using an -stop shortest
path algorithm, for example, [27] in a polynomial running time.
The loop of Steps 5–10 has at most iterations. Finally, the
number of binary search is bounded by the logarithm of the min-
imum difference between the upper and lower bounds of the
cycle times, which is . Consequently, OptTwoCluster
is polynomial. This completes the proof.
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